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Abstract 
In vitro selection enables the identification of functional DNA or RNA sequences 

(i.e., active sequences) out of entirely or partially random pools. Various computational 
tools have been developed for the analysis of sequencing data from selection 
experiments. However, most of these tools rely on structure-function relationship that is 
usually unknown for de novo selection experiments. This largely restricts the 
applications of these algorithms. In this paper, an active sequence predictor based on 
Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), ASPECT (Active Sequence PrEdiCTor), is 
proposed. ASPECT is independent of a priori knowledge on the structures of active 
sequences. Experimental results showed that ASPECT is effective. 

1 Introduction 
In vitro selection is the experiment process by which functional sequences of DNA or RNA are 

identified through parallelly examining random sequence pools. Those particular sequences that have 
a desired function are referred to as active sequences. This technology allowed the expansion of both 
catalytic and binding capabilities of DNA and RNA molecules. The scope of DNA and RNA enzymes 
include not only nucleotide acid cleavage [1,2], hydrolysis [3,4], and modifications [5,6], but also 
peptide modifications [7-9] and reactions between small molecules [10,11]. DNA and RNA aptamers 
are sequences that bind to specific target molecules. Aptamers have been found for many targets, 
ranging from small molecules such as kanamycin [12], to large protein complexes such as human 
thrombin [13], and even entire cells exemplified as human lung carcinoma cell A549 [14]. 

Many computational tools have also been developed and applied to in vitro selection experiments. 
Most of these tools are predictive algorithms of folding structures, such as mFold [15], DNA 
Software’s OMP, ViennaRNA [16], and MC-Fold/MC-Sym [17]. They can be used to predict folding 
structures of DNA and RNA molecules and then to relate the predicted structures with potential 
functions. However, these tools rely highly on the structure-function relationship of desired 
sequences, which is usually not available for de novo selection experiments. Therefore, in most cases, 
the aforementioned tools cannot be used to predict active sequences in de novo selection experiments. 

To overcome this limitation, a novel predictive algorithm based on Latent Dirichlet allocation 
(LDA), ASPECT (Active Sequence PrEdiCTor), was discussed in this work. ASPECT clusters the 
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sequences observed in the selection pools from different rounds and highlights the clusters enriched 
through selection rounds. When tested with sequence data from Diel-Alderase (DAse) RNA enzyme 
selection [18], ASPECT showed robust prediction of active sequences. 

2  The ASPECT Algorithm 
In ASPECT, the selection pool from each round is considered as a corpus and each sequence in 

the pool is considered as a document (Figure 1). Every document is represented by a bag of words 
that are k-mer fragments of the DNA/RNA sequence. The vocabulary of a selection experiment is the 
collection of the k-mer words observed in the corpora of all selection rounds. The definition of a topic 
in the ASPECT algorithm is identical to its canonical definition in topic modeling, a probability 
distribution over the fixed vocabulary. With this representation, the enrichment of active sequences 
through selection experiments can be translated into the enrichment of “active” topics. Once active 
topics are predicted, active sequences can be easily identified from designated selection round pool by 
selecting the representative documents in each active topic. Therefore, the goal of the ASPECT 
algorithm is to (A) discover a set of active topics, 𝑇", …, 𝑇#, from sequencing data of selection pools 
𝐶%&, …, 𝐶%'from a series of selection rounds 𝑟", …, 𝑟); (B) select representative sequences, 𝑑", …, 
𝑑+ , for discovered active topics from 𝐶%, , where 𝑟-  ∈ {𝑟" , …, 𝑟)} is a selection round number 
designed by the user. 

Input: sequencing data of selection pools 𝐶 = {𝐶%&, …, 𝐶%'} from a series of selection rounds 𝑟", …, 
𝑟), LDA-based topic modeling method 𝑀, four parameters 𝑘 (fragment size), 𝑡𝑛 (how many topics to 
model), 𝜇 (active topic threshold), and 𝑟- (designed selection round for active sequence identification) 
Output: predicted active sequences, 𝑑", …, 𝑑+,  from 𝐶%, 
Workflow: 

1. Apply 𝑀 to 𝐶 to generate 𝑡𝑛 topics 𝑇", …, 𝑇5) 

2. Calculate the correlations between topics and round numbers, and select active topics 𝑇", …, 
𝑇#, which have correlation coefficients above the threshold 𝜇 (e.g., 0.9) 

3. For each active topic, select representative sequences from selection pool 𝐶%, of round 𝑟- 

 
Figure 1: In vitro selection from the aspect of ASPECT. Selection pool from each round is 
considered as a corpus. DNA/RNA sequences are documents composed by bags of k-mer 
fragments. 
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3 Evaluation 
ASPECT was evaluated with the Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) data from the DAse 

selection experiment [10]. An RNABOB-based secondary structure prediction reported for DAse was 
used as a surrogate for true positive of active sequence prediction, as real positive controls based on 
activity assays are not accessible [18]. Both precision and recall of the ASPECT algorithm were 
reported, compared to the RNABOB-based prediction, as well as the correlation coefficients for 
mined topics. 

3.1 DAse Data Set 
The DAse RNA enzymes were identified from N120 pool to catalyze carbon-carbon bond 

formation by Diels-Alder reaction of maleimide and anthracene [10]. The structure-function 
relationship for DAse was thoroughly studied [19-22]. The DNA pools from the individual rounds of 
original selection experiment were also sequenced with NGS to further understand the evolution 
pathway [18]. In this work, the top 2000 sequences from each round pool were used to validate 
ASPECT. 

3.2 Experiment Results 
In the initial experiment, sequencing data from round 4 – 7 were used as the set of corpora in 

ASPECT, since the pool activity reached maximum in round 7 during the original selection 
experiment. After the correlation coefficients of generated topics were examined (𝑘 = 16, 𝑡𝑛 = 10, 
Figure 2a), topics 3, 8, and 9 were selected as the “active” topics (𝜇	= 0.9). From round 7 pool, 1294 
sequences were predicted as active by ASPECT. Compared with RNABOB-based prediction, the 
precision and recall of ASPECT were 0.63 and 0.65, respectively (Figure 2b). 

Parameter optimization in ASPECT was also performed with the same set of corpora. For the 
representation of DNA sequences, different k-mer lengths were tested (𝑘 = 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32, Figure 
3a). In general, the parameter 𝑘 controls the vocabulary size (4k) of the topic model used in ASPECT. 
On one side, when 𝑘 is too small, the vocabulary won’t be complicated enough to represent any 
functional motif in active sequences. On the other side, when 𝑘 is too large, documents won’t share 
enough words from the vast vocabulary, which makes topics hard to form. Our observation with the 
DAse data was consistent with the theoretical analysis. When 𝑘 was 2, documents in the corpora were 

 
Figure 2: ASPECT with DAse dataset. (a) Topic possibility against selection rounds in DAse 
dataset. The correlation coefficients are labeled besides the data points of round 7. (b) Venn 
diagram of active sequences predicted by ASPECT and RNABOB. 
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over-simplified as bag of 2-mers, and ASPECT failed to predict any active sequence. For 𝑘 values 
larger than 2, precision of ASPECT prediction was not sensitive to the change. Recall of ASPECT 
prediction showed an optimum for 𝑘 = 16. Performance of ASPECT was then evaluated with different 
topic numbers, 𝑡𝑛, while 𝑘 was fixed as 16 (𝑡𝑛 = 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50, Figure 3b). Topic models 
with large topic numbers usually result with more specific and more coherent topics. However, too 
specific topics also lead to data sparseness that reduces the power of statistics. On the contrary, small 
topic numbers give topics with higher correlation but lower coherence. In the test case with DAse, it 
was observed that recall of ASPECT algorithm generally decreased with increasing 𝑡𝑛, with the only 
exception of 𝑡𝑛 = 5. When 𝑡𝑛 = 5, the coherence of topics identified was too low that none of the 
topics passed the correlation threshold (𝜇	= 0.9), leading to the failure of identifying any active 
sequences. In practice, it is recommended for the users to try a range of values for both 𝑘 and 𝑡𝑛 to 
obtain the best prediction from ASPECT. 

4 Conclusion 
An LDA-based active sequence predictive algorithm, ASPECT, was proposed in this paper. 

ASPECT regards the enrichment of active sequences in selection experiments as the enrichment of 
“active” topics in a series of corpora. The initial experiment of the proposed algorithm on DAse 
sequence data set showed effective precision and recall. Independent to structure-function 
relationship, ASPECT can facilitate the identification of DNA/RNA enzymes and aptamers from de 
novo selection experiments, by serving as a guidance for choosing candidates from sequencing data 
for downstream activity assay. Moreover, ASPECT can also be used to suggest active sequences from 
selection pool of early rounds, which might recover some active sequences lost during selection 
rounds due to PCR bias and other physical reasons. There is definitely still a lot of room for the 
ASPECT algorithm to upgrade. For example, the information of read numbers from sequencing data 
can be used as a priori knowledge for “active” topics in ASPECT. It is also possible to perform 
iterative refine of identified topics to increase the precision of ASPECT, as proposed in some casual 
topic mining works [23]. 

 
Figure 3: ASPECT parameter optimization with DAse dataset. (a) Evaluation of ASPECT with 
different 𝑘 values. (b) Evaluation of ASPECT with different 𝑡𝑛 values. 
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Availability 
https://github.com/puzhou-wang/ASPECT 
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